Constructing way of functional safe systems using artificial intelligence has not been sufficiently discussed. In order to develop and understand safe systems using artificial intelligent technology, we should first clarify the role of artificial intelligence technology in safety systems. We propose to classify the role of artificial intelligence in safe systems into following three policies. (1) Use AI independently from safety related system. (2) Use AI as part of safety related system. (3) AI is used as a human substitute. Generally, the reliability required for safety related systems is extremely high, and there is a gap with the reliability of artificial intelligence technology. As a measure against this problem, we propose asymmetric classification methods for improving reliability on a viewpoint of functional safety. These are to bias decision on non-safety side, are to prevent ambiguous cases mis-recognizes as safe state while possessing the judgment function on the safety side. By these methods, we expect that these techniques will lead to the utilization of artificial intelligence technology in functional safety systems.
MNIST クラス分類問題における一般的なニューラルネットワークのアルゴリズムの一例を挙げ， 非対称判定を We targeted classification problems of 10 classes. Only one class is regarded as an unsafe event, and the remaining nine classes are regarded as safety events. The bold line is the correct answer rate of the unsafe event using the asymmetric classification judgment method. It is understood that a higher correct answer rate can be realized than a usual symmetric method. The broken line shows the classification result of the safety event using the asymmetric classification judgment method. Although the correct answer rate is slightly dropped here, the classification ability has not been lost.
